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District VI FFA Ag Mech CDE
The 2015 District VI Ag Technology and Mechanical
Systems CDE was a success. Walla Walla Community
College (WWCC) and the Agriculture Center of Excellence
co-hosted the event in the Water and Environmental
Center while hosting hands on activities in various
workforce shops across WWCC’s campus. Students from
around the District VI area registered for this CDE with
57 total students participating, while being exposed to
the College Campus, College Programs, and the Ag
Center. Read More.

Precision Agriculture Seminar & Job Fair
Precision Agriculture is quickly becoming a buzz phrase in the ag world. Using the
latest technology to modify, improve, and increase efficiencies in agriculture is
no longer the next big thing – it is now the big thing. The Agriculture Center of
Excellence is excited to be able to provide both students and industry with the
opportunity to learn more about precision practices in multiple facets of
agriculture. Read More.

Postsecondary Agriculture Student (P.A.S) Contests
The ability to perform at a professional level, using inclass experience, is something often over looked at the
collegiate level of Agriculture education. The sheer
amount of information needing to be distributed can
make practical knowledge a difficult part of postsecondary education. At the community college level,
this practical, hands-on, real world type experience is
more easily made the day-to-day focus. Read More.

 ACE Reflections

ACE Reflections
Winter quarter has been very busy for the Ag
Center, with tradeshow participation, Precision
Agriculture Seminars, Secondary and PostSecondary contests, marketing plans, and much
more. As time passes, the Center continues to make
every effort to connect with new industry while
keeping up with the current needs of postsecondary education. Putting a face to the Ag
Center appears to be the best choice for successful
partnerships across the State. Read More.
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